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Introduction
Welcome to PropertyPal’s Housing and
Economic Monitor; offering data-driven
economic analysis on the current performance
of the Northern Ireland economy and
residential property market, as well as detailed
forecasts and outlooks on its future from our
suite of economic forecasting models.
In today’s increasingly turbulent economic environment, it is
imperative that businesses, consumers and both current and
aspiring homeowners are aware of the opportunities and risks
associated with the current economic climate as they emerge.
The housing market is fundamentally interconnected with
economic performance and is an integral driver of economies
during both upturns and downturns.
When house prices increase, homeowners feel better off, their
confidence improves, and some will borrow more against the
value of their house. This might involve renovating their home,
supplementing their pension, buying goods or services, taking a
holiday or perhaps more prudently, to pay off other debt. When
house prices fall, homeowners’ confidence drops and the level
of spending in the economy falls.
These spending patterns associated with house price
movements directly influence the rate at which the economy
grows. Similarly, where the economy creates jobs and how
much those roles pay, directly impacts on housing affordability,
the demand for home loans, the supply of housebuilding and
ultimately overall house prices.
We recognise that buying, selling, moving or renting a home
is a major life decision and, as an organisation, it is our mission
to make that experience as easy, enjoyable and informed
as possible.
PropertyPal has therefore been researching the housing market
activity at a truly granular level, in a way that hasn’t been done
before to add depth to our collective understanding of the
local market.
It’s our hope that this report and addition of economic analysis
is a useful barometer of what is driving the local economic
performance and what trends are emerging for both the wider
economy and the property market over the coming years.
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Economic monitor
Economic growth
The Northern Ireland economy, like economies

as government labour market support was

across the world, experienced one of the most

withdrawn - wages are growing, and consumer

severe recessions on record during 2020.

and business confidence is improving. The

Indeed, the global economy is estimated to

Northern Ireland Composite Economic Index

have experienced a reduction in total economic

suggests the economy has already recovered all

output by around 3.5%. Closer to home, this

the lost output from last year and has returned

compares to around 10% in the UK and 5% in

to pre-pandemic levels of growth. However,

the Republic of Ireland’s respective measure.

taking a longer-term view, the economy remains

For Northern Ireland, latest estimates suggest

below levels back in 2008. Furthermore, whilst

the economy contracted by approximately 9%,

the immediate recovery has been promising,

equivalent to over

the re-emergence

£4Bn in economic

of Covid-19

output. Most of the
reduction in output
was observed during
Q2 and Q3 2020
when the Covid-19
lockdown restrictions
were at their tightest
and several sectors
were forced to close
in entirety. For

The Northern Ireland Composite
Economic Index suggests the
economy has already recovered all
the lost output from last year and has
returned to pre-pandemic levels of
growth. However, taking a longerterm view, the economy remains
below levels back in 2008.

context, the Great

variants, supply
chain disruptions,
increasing prices
and labour market
shortages have led
to a more concerning
outlook in 2022
with many local
forecasting houses
revising down their
growth forecasts.

Financial Crash of
2007/08 reduced economic output by £2.6Bn

In unusual circumstances, the Covid-19

or 7.0%, however, over a period of three years.

pandemic is the first UK recession in at least

It should be highlighted the nature of both

70 years in which overall wealth has increased,

events and structural economic factors are not

which has contributed to a widening of inequality

comparable, rather the comparison is purely to

between richer and poorer households. This

note the scale of the economic impact.

remains one of the key outworkings of the

Of encouragement, the economic recovery
from the pandemic commenced sharply after
restrictions eased. Labour market conditions
have fared considerably better than expected
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pandemic and is a driving factor in household
spending and house purchase patterns. This will
be covered in more detail later in the report.

Figure 1: Economic output growth (constant prices), NI & UK 2008-2021 (2008 Q2=100)
Economic output growth (constant prices), NI & UK 2008-2021 (2008 Q2=100)
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Labour market
As the pandemic hit, there was widespread

Official payroll records by the start of 2022

concern around the pending damage to the

highlight there are an additional 22,000 people

labour market with an expected surge in

employed across the Northern Ireland economy

unemployment resulting from job losses and

than before the onset of the pandemic. This

business closures. A ministerial briefing during

should not be overlooked and is a significant

summer 2020 suggested the unemployment

economic success story for both business and

rate could reach as high as 10% by the winter

households alike. The local labour market has

and youth unemployment to almost 25%. With

performed amongst the best (in proportional

hindsight, the furlough and self-employed income

terms) of all UK regions. However, employees

support schemes remained in place considerably

are only one component of the labour market

longer and with ongoing extensions in line

and may be overstating the extent of the labour

with the health restrictions. Fortunately, these

market growth.

‘warning’ forecasts
did not materialise.
As of February 2022,
unemployment has
risen modestly since
the onset of Covid-19,
currently at 2.8% and
youth unemployment
of 7.0%. The main
reason for the
relatively better
labour market
performance is

In contrast, the

Official payroll records by the start
of 2022 highlight there are an
additional 22,000 people employed
across the Northern Ireland economy
than before the onset of the pandemic.
This should not be overlooked and is a
significant economic success story for
both business and households alike.

primarily due to

encouraging outcome
for payrolled
employees has not
been shared for selfemployed workers.
Indeed, the number
of self-employed
has fallen by 27,000
or 26% since the
pandemic, the lowest
level in over 20 years.
It is highly likely

ongoing support provided via the government

that a significant proportion of self-employed

intervention, notably the furlough and self-

workers have transitioned to take employment

employed income support schemes. On the

opportunities through the more traditional

employee side, the furlough scheme supported

employee route, meaning the strong payroll

250,000 jobs at peak claimant levels, equivalent

statistics reflect a reclassification of workers,

to almost 1/3 of the workforce.

rather than legitimate growth.
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PAYE registered employees, Northern Ireland, 2015-2022
Figure 2: PAYE registered employees, Northern Ireland, 2016-2022
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Figure 3: % Change in PAYE registered employees, UK regions pre-covid peak vs January 2022
% Change in PAYE registered employees, UK regions, pre-covid peak vs December 2021
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The previous section identified the change in

In contrast, employment levels have risen for

employees based on official payroll records

workers over 35. This can partly be explained by

recorded via business returns and registered with

sectors of the economy which were forced to be

HMRC. An alternative, and long-standing survey

closed for longer by the lockdown restrictions -

known as the Labour Force Survey (LFS) also

predominately hospitality and retail, both of which

provides timely data on the labour market. The

tend to employ younger workers. In addition,

LFS is a self-reporting household-based survey

looking further at the data by qualification profile,

and includes the self-employed. On this basis, the

the evidence also highlights workers with lower-

survey provides a more detailed understanding of

level qualifications were more likely to have lost

the underlying patterns of employment change,

their job. In contrast, there was no net change

particularly by different age cohorts. Aligned to the

in employment for workers with a degree level

wider economic pattern, the labour implications

qualification. This will have both immediate

resulting from the pandemic have not been shared

and prolonged impacts for those individuals

equally. The evidence increasingly shows younger

with several studies highlighting any break

people have disproportionately experienced job

in employment for younger workers and the

losses compared to older workers. Indeed, all

associated detrimental impact on lifetime

job losses over the last 2 years have occurred for

earnings potential.

younger workers under 34 years.

Figure 4: Employment change since Covid-19 by age group and gender, Northern Ireland; Q4 2019 - Q4 2021
Employment change since Covid-19 by age group and gender, N.Ireland; Q4 2019 - Q4 2021
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Source: Northern Ireland Statistics and Research Agency, PropertyPal analysis
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Inequality
The pandemic and associated economic

earnings, equivalent to £17,300 for a full time

implications have not been shared equally across

worker in Northern Ireland, spends the vast

households. As time has progressed, the evidence

majority of their income on essential goods and

has increasingly highlighted that younger workers

services. This includes groceries, utilities and

and relatively poorer households have been more

housing costs. The median income for a full

exposed to job losses and/or welfare and labour

time worker in Northern Ireland is £29,000 and

market support. This is partly due to the sectoral

someone in the top 10% earns £53,000. Higher

structure and the impact of lasting restrictions on

earning households spend proportionally less

certain sectors, notably hospitality and retail.

of their income on essential goods and services
giving them a higher

Research from the

amount of disposable

Resolution Foundation

income for other

highlighted the
wealth gains since
the pandemic have
largely benefitted richer
households, driven
by growth in assets,
notably house prices.
In addition, increased
savings levels resulting
from constrained

The Resolution Foundation
has highlighted overall wealth
levels have increased for a typical
family with an average income by
£7,800, compared to a £50,000
increase for the top 10%. The
bottom 30% has only seen an
average increase of £86.

spending choices such
as holidays, restaurants
and general recreation.
As mentioned
previously, these
spending choices
were greatly curtailed
throughout 2020 and
somewhat in 2021 due
to ongoing lockdown

spending choices over

measures. Put simply,

lockdown has boosted

these households saw

overall savings levels alongside wider measures

their personal savings balances sharply increase.

including, ongoing labour market and business

Indeed, the total savings ratio (the amount of

support and tax incentives. The Resolution

money a household puts away as % of their

Foundation has highlighted overall wealth

income each month) peaked at 26% across the

levels have increased for a typical family with an

UK during Q2 2020 and averaged 13% for the

average income by £7,800, compared to a £50,000

following four quarters before reverting to pre-

increase for the top 10%. The bottom 30% has

pandemic levels in late 2021. For context, the

only seen an average increase of £86.

long-term 50-year average is only 8%. As such,
relatively well-off households saw their savings

The following chart from the Institute for

balances increase, whilst less well-off households,

Public Policy Research highlights the spending

who were more likely to be on furlough and

breakdown by households across the income

reduced incomes, faced financial pressure to

distribution. For example, the bottom 10% of

maintain their living standards.
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Lower income households spend proportionally more
on essentials than high income households

Figure 5: Lower income households spend proportionally more on essentials than high income households
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Earnings
Overall earnings have followed a similar profile

previous 12 months, or equivalent to only

representative of the wider labour market.

0.3% once adjusted for inflation.

Following the onset of the pandemic in early March
2020, aggregate monthly earnings dropped from

Labour shortages are adding pressures to a

£1,746 to £1,651 as the number of employments

sustainable recovery for many sectors, notably

on furlough (many of which were on 80% of usual

hospitality and construction. This is putting

income levels), increased. However, this bottomed

further pressure on wages and margins for these

out after a few months and earnings started to

businesses. Indeed, inflation across the wider

recover as overall employment levels improved

economy is rising with many economists and policy

and workers increasingly returned to their roles

makers debating whether it is a temporary or

and full pay. The latest data for Q4 2021 highlights

permanent structural change.

overall earnings have increased by 5.3% over the

PAYE registered employees median monthly pay, N.Ireland, 2016-2022
Figure 6: PAYE registered employees median monthly pay, Northern Ireland, 2016 - 2022
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Figure 7: Median monthly wage and real wage growth, UK regions, 2020 vs 2021 (Q4)
Median monthly wage and real wage growth, UK regions, 2020 vs 2021 (Q4)
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Inflation & Interest rates
Over the 5-year period preceding the onset of

severe inflationary pressures has come from

the pandemic, inflation hadn’t been a significant

a spike in utility prices - notably oil, gas and

concern to households or wider government

electricity. Both businesses and households are

policy makers. Indeed, the rate of inflation has

experiencing this sharp incline in prices and the

averaged 1.4% over the period, below the Bank of

near-term outlook remains concerning.

England’s 2.0% target rate. However, for a range
of factors, inflation has accelerated sharply since

Interim government measures such as reduced

the latter half of 2021.

VAT rates for hospitality ended and increasingly,
businesses are experiencing staff shortages, both

At the time of writing, inflation (as measured

a result of the pandemic and a more restrictive

by the consumer price index) is 5.5%, the

migration policy since Brexit. The Bank of England

highest rate for

now estimate inflation

thirty years. A sharp

will peak at around

rise in prices can be
attributed to a range
of factors, but many
of which are related
to economies rebooting activity since
Covid-19 disruption
during much of
2020. As restrictions

One of the most severe inflationary
pressures has come from a spike in
utility prices - notably oil, gas and
electricity. Both businesses and
households are experiencing this
sharp incline in prices and the nearterm outlook remains concerning.

7% in spring of 2022
before gradually easing
back later in the year.
For households, this
suggests a very difficult
year ahead with a
drop in real living
standards. Earnings
growth are forecast at

eased, consumers

around 3-4% during

and households

2022, meaning real

increased their spending, but many businesses

term pay cuts once inflation is accounted for.

are reliant on globally connected supply chains.

Furthermore, rising personal tax rises including

These supply chains experienced considerable

higher National Insurance Contributions are set

disruption and delays which led to product

to become effective from April 2022 onwards

shortages. There were also unexpected events,

and will further erode household finances and

some weather related and others such as the

spending power.

blockage in the Suez Canal. One of the most
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Figure 8: Northern Ireland median wage growth vs inflation, 2016 - 2022
NI median wage growth vs inﬂation, 2015-2021
NI wage growth
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The construction sector has experienced a

delivery throughout 2022 and beyond. Some

notable surge in prices for building materials

of the costs to date have already been passed

over the previous 2 years. During much of

through to buyers and being reflected across

2021, the spike in demand for new housing,

the housing market. The latest data for Q4 2021

social housing and housing renovations and

from PropertyPal highlights the rate of house

extensions led to heightened pressure on

price inflation for new builds is currently at

contractors. It became very difficult to obtain

9.4% compared to 5.5% for resale properties.

access to services of builders and tradesmen

The strong market conditions over the last 18

and the associated prices for several products

months have permitted developers to pass on

increased sharply. The latest data highlights

some of this cost to the homebuyers but this is

annual inflation for materials at over 21% with

not a sustainable solution for the medium term.

some products such as fabricated steel and

Improving productivity and more affordable

timber rising by 70% and 60% respectively.

products will be key focus areas for housing

This will create ongoing pressures for housing

providers in the coming year.

Figure 9: Wages and materials cost inflation across construction sector, 2017 - 2021
Wages and materials cost inﬂation across construction sector, 2017-2021
Building materials inﬂation: 21% (Dec 21)

Construction wages inﬂation: 4% (Nov 21)
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Source: Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, Office for National Statistics, PropertyPal analysis
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The impact of rising inflation has led to the

To date, interest rates have returned to 0.5%

Bank of England stepping in and raising interest

from the emergency lows of 0.1% during the

rates. However, higher rates of interest generally

midst of the pandemic. Current forecasts expect

take at least 12 months before they have a

the bank rate to increase to 0.75% - 1.0% by the

widespread economic impact. As such, the Bank

end of 2022 and further modest increases in the

of England is using the interest rate decisions

coming years.

based on the projected path of the economy and
inflation. Many of the current factors, including
the recent energy price crisis, is almost entirely
out of the bank’s control and changing interest
rates will have minimal impact on prices in the
energy sector. The latest projections for interest
rates suggest a gradual and modest increase
over the next few years.

Successive market-implied paths for the Bank of England base rate: Feb 2008 t
Figure 10: Successive market-implied paths for the Bank of England base rate: Feb 2008 to Feb 2022
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Economic and labour market outlook
The success of the vaccine rollout across the

Government policy and stimulus measures

UK and Northern Ireland has provided the

have helped support the economy over the last

foundations for the strong economic recovery.

18 months but many of which have since been

Broadly speaking, business and consumer

withdrawn as restrictions eased and sectors

confidence is relatively positive but there remains

of the economy reopened. During his Autumn

considerable volatility with specific sectors

Budget, the Chancellor cited caution around rising

experiencing a much more challenging period.

national debt levels. Further support may yet be

The Covid-19 Omicron variant sparked a surge

required for individuals or specific sectors which

in new cases which fortunately hasn’t resulted in

continue to experience considerable disruption

comparatively high hospitalisation levels relative

amid the fragile economic environment. The

to previous waves. However, from a business

pandemic has exacerbated existing pressures in

and operational perspective, it has resulted in

areas requiring increased government funding,

large volumes of staff

notably to transform

having to self-isolate,

and improve the health

which in turn has forced
temporary closures or
forced hybrid working
alternatives.
Looking forward,
the outlook for the
Northern Ireland
economy over the next
few years is positive.
Consumer spending is

Looking forward, the outlook for
the Northern Ireland economy
over the next few years is positive.
Consumer spending is expected
to be a driver of activity as
households across the country
have accrued higher savings
throughout 2020/21.

across the country have accrued higher savings
throughout 2020/21. Existing homeowners will
have seen their wealth levels increase as house
prices accelerated. This ‘wealth effect’ adds
to consumer confidence as they tend to feel
more financially secure and willing to spend.
On the downside, the recent surge in inflation
will weaken consumer spending power over the
coming months.

But there remains
competing needs
around infrastructure
investment, both
physical and digital,
education and the
global effort to tackle
climate change.
Brexit, or the current
Protocol arrangements

expected to be a driver
of activity as households

and social care sector.

will continue to be a
central focus point throughout 2022. The material
changes to trading patterns will impact business
with early evidence highlighting a notable growth
in export levels to the Republic of Ireland.
PropertyPal’s central forecast projects the
Northern Ireland economy grew by 6.0% in 2021
and is forecast to expand by 4.8% in 2022 and to
average 2.6% by 2024.
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Figure 11: Real economic growth rate, Northern Ireland, 2000 - 2024
Real GVA growth rate, NI, 2000-2024
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Note: Economic growth as measured by gross value added
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The labour market has shown impressive resilience

labour market may not be as credible as previous

throughout the pandemic. Rising employee levels,

periods. Rather, taking a broader view to capture

wage growth and low vacancies suggest tight

‘underemployment’ and specific demographic

conditions. However, the headline unemployment

impacts will be necessary.

rate can mask underlying trends. Whilst overall
unemployment suggests a healthy labour market,

Notwithstanding, the unemployment outlook

total hours worked are 3% below pre-covid

remains encouraging in line with the wider

levels and self-employment has fallen by 26%.

economic recovery. PropertyPal’s central forecast

Furthermore, the majority of the reduction in

projects unemployment will rise to an annual rate

self-employment is predominately younger male

of 3.9% across 2022 before gradually reducing to

workers. For these reasons, looking solely at

3.7% by 2024 at the end of the forecast period.

the unemployment rate as a gauge of the entire

Figure 12: Unemployment rate (% labour force), Northern Ireland, 1997-2024
Unemployment rate (% labour force), Northern Ireland, 2005-2024
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Housing market monitor
Housing market activity through the pandemic
Early 2020

properties for mortgage valuations and the land

Pre-lockdown

registry’s temporary closure created pressures

The housing market entered 2020 on relatively
strong foundations. The market had shown
sustainable growth in prices and transaction
volumes over recent years as the economic climate
remained stable with low levels of unemployment
and modest rates of expansion. The wider UK
market also showed encouraging signs

for conveyancing, leading to significant delays in
completions. This resulted in a 67% reduction in
transaction volumes compared to the same period
in 2019. Official house price statistics were paused
given the volume of transaction activity. However,
despite the uncertainty, there were early signs
of market activity rebounding as buyer interest
increased rapidly on

of improving market

PropertyPal. Overall

conditions following
the outcome of the
General Election.
Locally there were
over 5,900 completed
transactions during Q1
2020, marginally greater
than the 3-year average
for the opening quarter.
The mortgage market
was ultra-competitive
driven by low central

The housing market looked set to
experience a busy spring period,
despite the softening economic
climate. This was short lived as
the Covid-19 pandemic effectively
forced the closure of the market
with house moves severely
restricted between mid-March
to mid-June.

bank base rates and
lenders reducing mortgage rates to gain market
share. Overall house prices had been growing in
the 3-4% region.

Q2 2020:
Housing market closure

search volumes had
increased by 50% and
property enquiries by
120% by mid-June.
The wider economy
experienced similar
disruption with several
sectors forced to
close and a constantly
changing government
policy environment.
Government labour
market support helped

mitigate the extent of the damage during the
most restrictive health regulations. The housing
market follows a close relationship with overall
economic performance, particularly labour market
conditions. During periods of low unemployment
and real income growth, consumers experience

The housing market looked set to experience a

greater confidence in making purchasing

busy spring period, despite the softening economic

decisions and transaction volumes increase.

climate. This was short lived as the Covid-19

Given the scale of the economic shock there

pandemic effectively forced the closure of the

was widespread speculation across advanced

market with house moves severely restricted

economies that housing markets would crash, or

between mid-March to mid-June. Property viewings

at least, fall. However, tighter mortgage lending

were not permitted, surveyors were unable to visit

over the last decade resulting from the financial
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crash of 2007/08 meant the market did not look

aligned to housing transactions. Several academic

overleveraged and there were limited signs of

studies have shown stamp duty holidays distort

stretched borrowing levels. Nonetheless, increased

transaction activities as buyers bring forward

levels of economic uncertainty led to mortgage

their spending decisions to avail of the additional

lenders significantly reducing their product

savings. However, given the pricing structure of

offering for lower deposit customers, particularly

the Northern Ireland market, it was unlikely to

those who did not have a 15% deposit. The tighter

provide a financial incentive to the same extent

credit conditions disproportionately impacted the

as other more expensive regions in Great Britain.

Northern Ireland market whereby more than half

The average stamp duty bill is estimated to be

of first time buyers have less than that level of

over £25,000 in London, compared to £2,500

required savings. In addition, the first-time buyer

in the North East of England where prices and

market has accounted for 60% of new mortgage

affordability are closer aligned to Northern

lending over the last five years and by restricting

Ireland levels. Nonetheless, there were indirect

the availability of mortgage finance, created

benefits for Northern Ireland as price stabilising

significant concerns for the longevity and scale

measures at the UK level improved national lender

of a market rebound. Lenders also introduced

confidence, thereby increasing the availability of

mortgage repayment holidays to support their

mortgage products.

financially impacted customers during the
economic fallout.

Housing inequalities have been a major
contributing factor to the scale of the market

PropertyPal’s house price index showed a modest

rebound. Real-time data across a broad range of

decline in prices during the second quarter and

sources highlighted the economic consequences

annual house price inflation cooled to 2.0%.

were increasingly being felt by younger and
lower paid workers. This group tended to be

Q3 2020:

characterised by insecure

Market rebound and

employment and the

stamp duty holiday
By the summer period
it was clear that the
underlying market
sentiment was remarkably
strong. Search activity
on PropertyPal reached
record highs and there
were multiyear records
in demand levels and

In early July, the Chancellor
announced a stamp duty holiday
with the policy objective to
‘catalyse the housing market and
boost confidence.’ The tax break
was aimed at enhancing all
forms of activities and services
aligned to housing transactions.

sales volumes. In early
July, the Chancellor
announced a stamp duty holiday with the policy
objective to ‘catalyse the housing market and
boost confidence.’ The tax break was aimed at
enhancing all forms of activities and services
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demographic profile
suggested were more
likely to be in the private
rented sector. Given
existing market challenges
that pre-date Covid-19,
this group were unlikely
to be transacting in
the short term and the
pandemic outworkings
have exacerbated these
pressures. This will have
negative implications for

transaction activity in the medium to longer term.
In contrast, middle-high income earners who
tended to be in greater job security were largely

financially unaffected and rather experienced

or outdoor space and the requirement for a

a boost to saving levels because of constrained

designated area for home-working. The so called

spending choices over lockdown. In Q2 2020

‘race for space’ had heated up and houses in high

the UK wide savings ratio increased to 27% and

demand areas with these features generated lots

remained at 17% by Q3, compared to the 3-year

of interest. However, the supply of properties

average of only 8%. This

coming to the market did

boost to cash savings

not keep pace with the

has been re-directed to
housing decisions. In
addition, pent-up demand
from the market closure,
alongside these factors
led to a strong rebound
in sales activity with
over 5,700 completed
transactions, but many
more in the pipeline.

The number of properties ‘sale
agreed’ on PropertyPal increased
by 44% compared to the previous
year and there was a notable
increase in sales of four and five+
bedroom properties, by 63% and
60% respectively, as wealthier
buyers entered the market.

rate of sales activity. The
reduction in advertised
stock and reduced rates
of new housing delivery
created a supply and
demand imbalance.
Overall, there were 9,100
completed sales during
Q4 2020, equivalent to
23% more than 2019
levels. There were over

The number of

3,100 sales completed

properties ‘sale agreed’

during December alone,

on PropertyPal increased by 44% compared to the

the strongest performance during that month

previous year and there was a notable increase

since 2006. Against this backdrop of rising demand,

in sales of four and five+ bedroom properties, by

total available stock of properties on PropertyPal

63% and 60% respectively, as wealthier buyers

reduced by 15% at the end of 2020. The volume

entered the market. The lag between ‘sale agreed’

of pending sales since Christmas added to time-

transactions and ‘sold completions’ highlighted

sensitive conveyancing pressures and new buyers

the additional pressures facing the conveyancing

entering the market in early 2021 were told it was

industry and a greater volume of activity was

unlikely they would complete before the end of

expected to filter through in Q4 2020. House

the stamp duty holiday. This led to several calls

price indices across the UK and Northern Ireland

for the Chancellor to extend the deadline during

all highlighted rising prices and improving

the March 2021 budget, at least for those who had

market conditions.

committed to a purchase.

Q4 2020:

The resilience of the housing market during the

Shifting buyer demands and improving

second half of the year meant overall transaction

credit conditions

volumes fell by only 16% compared to 2019 levels.

Having spent the majority of the past six months
confined to homes and a radical shift in the extent
of home-working, many buyers had re-evaluated
their housing needs and the perceived value of
space. PropertyPal’s Covid-19 Home Buying Survey
had emphasised the importance of a garden

This exceeded the most optimistic of expectations
given the scale of the economic shock and the
operational challenges facing several industries
within the wider housing market. However, ‘sale
agreed’ estimates on PropertyPal highlighted a
more modest reduction of only 2%, suggesting
there were upwards of 4,000 pending sales due
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to complete during Q1 2021. Strong market

were greatest in suburban areas including Ards &

conditions throughout Q4 further accelerated

North Down, reflecting a similar profile of patterns

house prices to annual growth rates of 4.0% in

observed across the UK as a whole. Overall supply

Northern Ireland and 7.5% across the UK.

of properties, both new and listed resales failed
to keep pace with the

The mortgage market
also displayed tentative
signs of encouragement
as several national
and local lenders reintroduced mortgage
products for low deposit
customers, including
those with only a
10% deposit.

heightened demand.

Overall supply of properties,
both new and listed resales failed
to keep pace with the heightened
demand. Total inventory available
on PropertyPal was reduced by
27% as more buyers competed for
fewer properties.

Q1 2021:
Post Christmas bounce in sales volumes

Total inventory available
on PropertyPal was
reduced by 27% as more
buyers competed for
fewer properties. The
government announced
an extension of the
stamp duty holiday in
England and Northern
Ireland until the end of

June and also introduced the mortgage guarantee
scheme to help first time buyers enter the market

The housing market picked up where it left off

following the void of options. However, several

following the natural slowdown over Christmas.

lenders had already begun to re-introduce their

During Q1 there were 8,500 properties marked

low deposit products suggesting an underlying

as ‘sale agreed’ on PropertyPal of which there

confidence in the market conditions, irrespective

were 8,400 official sales recorded through HMRC

of the government intervention.

returns. This was the greatest quarterly level
of sales in 15 years since the property boom in

Q2 2021:

the late 2000’s. The rate of house price inflation

Market buoyancy and partial end of stamp

accelerated across Northern Ireland to 6.0%. The

duty holiday

wider UK market saw price growth accelerate to
over 10%. The divide between property styles
became evident with prices for detached houses
growing by 12% compared to flats by a more
modest 5%. In addition, prices were growing
at an average of 13% across Northern England
whereas in London, growth was more muted
at approximately 3%. The pandemic impacts
had become clearer with many house buyers
following through on purchases in line with their
reassessment of housing preferences. The stamp
duty holiday also buoyed the more expensive
end of the market but ‘saving’ on the tax paid
on the transaction may have allowed sellers to
request higher prices. In Northern Ireland, sales
of larger four and five+ bed properties increased
by 40% compared to Q1 2019 and price rises
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The housing boom showed no signs of slowing.
There were a further 9,200 agreed sales on
PropertyPal and 9,000 completed sales via HMRC
returns. Like the previous quarter this was the
strongest sales volumes since 2007. In total
there had been 17,400 sales in the first half of
the year compared to the 2013-2019 average of
11,300, a remarkable 54% increase. Wealthier
demographics were active in the market with the
greatest proportional increase in sales of larger
properties. The supply/demand imbalance hit
peak levels as sales ran at more than 50% above
normal levels whilst housing availability ran at 34%
below normal levels. This dynamic accelerated
price growth to 7.3% across Northern Ireland and
at faster rates of 13% in the popular Ards & North

Down area. Across the UK, prices were growing at

7,200 sales, equivalent to a 22% reduction on

10% but faster in Wales (13%) and Scotland (12%).

2020 levels but closely aligned to pre-pandemic

The stamp duty holiday ended in late June but

levels. However, the trend of reduced supply levels

with a further tax break, albeit at a lower rate until

throughout the course of 2021 had continued and

Q3. Given the pricing structure of the Northern

further exacerbated the stock levels. By the end

Ireland market, it would continue to have a greater

of December there were only 5,000 properties for

impact locally compared to more affluent parts of

sale across the Northern Ireland market, compared

England. Overall search activity and engagement

to almost 11,000 properties at the end of 2019

on PropertyPal remained at exceptionally high

preceding the pandemic.

levels with near term activity expected to remain
high, but at lower levels than the first half of

At the time of writing, the official house price index

the year. Borrowing costs improved further and

for Q4 hasn’t been released. However, PropertyPal’s

greater credit options became available as lenders

index tends to follow a close relationship with the

increasingly competed against one another for

official index and the latest estimates suggest the

market share given the resilient market conditions.

rate of price growth has since cooled to around
5.5%. Lending conditions remain favourable with

Q3 2021:

mortgage rates across the spectrum of loan to

Market momentum continues

value bands reverting to pre-pandemic levels.

Despite the expected slowdown in activity as the
higher rate stamp duty holiday ended, property
sales remained stronger than expected. Over
the quarter, a further 9,200 homes transacted
compared to the five year pre-pandemic average
of around 7,000. Furthermore, there were only
around 6,700 properties

Several lenders have also introduced new product
options for longer term fixed rate mortgages, as
well as occupation specific deals allowing buyers
to avail of larger loans. Further developments
and product options are expected in 2022. The
Bank of England is also consulting with the view to
removing an affordability barrier whereby potential
buyers are assessed based

added to the market via
PropertyPal, meaning
total inventory available
had fallen sharply and
consumer choice was at an
all-time low. The Northern
Ireland House Price Index
accelerated to an annual
rate of 10.7% with all
council areas showing

The Bank of England is also
consulting with the view to
removing an affordability
barrier whereby potential buyers
are assessed based on the lenders
standard variable rate +3%
interest rule.

considerable price growth.

Q4 2021:
Early signs the market is cooling
Market conditions had performed exceptionally
robust over the previous 18 months but had
started to show provisional signs of cooling.
By the end of the quarter there were a further

on the lenders standard
variable rate +3% interest
rule. Removing this criteria
is a result of a sustained
low interest rate projection
and would improve access
to credit for many buyers
who otherwise may
have failed the mortgage
affordability. Lenders will
maintain their borrowing

limitations tied to buyers’ loan to income ratios.
With some modest interest rate increases expected
throughout 2022, the housing market may
experience some downward pressure, but overall
rates are expected to remain highly competitive by
historical standards.
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House prices
The housing market’s robust performance has

Listings of properties for sale on PropertyPal have

seen an acceleration in prices since the low

reduced a considerable 54% compared to 2019

point in mid-2020. Initially the rate of house

levels. Annualised house prices increased at 3.7%

price growth fell to 2.8% when the pandemic hit

during 2020 and have accelerated a further 8.6%

following widespread concern for a significant

by Q3 2021, driven by the ongoing supply/demand

and lasting recession with associated implications

imbalance and affordable mortgage options.

for the housing market. However, unexpectedly,
market conditions quickly recovered as demand
surged and supply of properties failed to keep

Despite the appreciation over the previous
18 months, the local housing market is still
valued amongst the most competitive in the UK.

pace. The construction sector faced challenges

Indeed, only the North East of England has more

and the rate of housing delivery slowed.

Figure 13: House
price
growth,
Northern
Ireland,
2014 - 2021
House
price
growth,
N.Ireland,
2014-2021
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Source: Office for National Statistics, PropertyPal.
Note: YTD based on latest published data covering period Q1-Q3 2021.
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affordable housing than the Northern Ireland

The trend since the pandemic has partially

market. This is a unique feature and opportunity

rebalanced regional price differences with the

for the local economy to capitalise on the ongoing

strongest growth in prices in the more affordable

changes within the labour market. As businesses

regions, including parts of Northern England

across the UK are evaluating their office needs,

where prices have appreciated by 20%. In

the local economy is well placed to attract workers

contrast, prices in London, where a typical house

from other parts of the UK through affordable

costs in excess of three times that of Northern

housing options as they blend physical presence

Ireland, has experienced the weakest rate of

with working from home arrangements.

appreciation, by 5.1%.

Figure 14: House prices, UK, Q3 2021
House prices, UK, Q3 2021
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The pace of the UK’s housing market’s recovery

London is removed, given its prominence

since the 2007 crash has differed greatly across

and strong growth over the last decade.

regions. Northern Ireland is the only part of the
UK where prices remain below their previous
peak, almost 15 years earlier. Indeed, prices
peaked in Northern Ireland during Q3 2007,
reaching an average value of £225,000. To date,
prices are £159,000, equivalent to 29% lower.
Across the rest of the UK, average prices are 42%

Once the overall level of inflation is also
included, the real terms price differential is
significantly greater. On this basis, local house
prices are approximately 42% below peak levels
compared to the UK as a whole with prices
10% above and 39% in London.

above previous peak levels, or 31% above once

Figure 15: House price change from peak (Sep 07) to present (Q3 2021), UK regions
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Housing supply and affordability
Once wages are factored in this gives an

This has helped protect the financial system and

indication of affordability across different

households as the economic outworks from the

areas. A typical home in Northern Ireland costs

pandemic unfolded.

approximately five times a full-time worker’s

Across the UK, the wage to income ratio is 7x

salary, significantly more sustainable than levels

and reaches as high (and unsustainable) as 13x

in 2007 when it reached over 10x. Stronger

in London. Overall affordability has modestly

financial regulation and protections introduced

improved in the core London area as prices

following the Great Financial Crash of 2007/08

have fallen back whilst incomes have grown.

have prevented borrowers taking on much
greater debt relative to their income.

Figure 16: House price to income ratio, UK regions, 2007 vs 2021
House price to income ratio, UK Regions, 2007 vs 2021
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Housing supply has ebbed and flowed over time,

starts. At the time of writing, the final quarter

largely correlated with the economic cycle. Since

of 2021’s statistics have not been published due

the financial crash of 2007-08, housing supply

to a delay resulting from staff absences in Land

has been greatly reduced as the construction

& Property Services. However, market activity

sector faced prolonged challenges alongside weak

remained robust with an expected uptick in

confidence in market conditions. It took until

delivery levels and total housebuilding is

2013 that house building began ticking upwards,

expected to show the highest annual total

averaging around 5,500 new homes per year and

in over a decade.

more recently over 7,500. The ongoing shortage
has not been sufficient to keep up with population

Whilst encouraging, this is largely recovering

growth and changing density levels with smaller

lost activity during 2020 and is insufficient to

households becoming more common. Indeed,

address the long-standing challenges. Significant

since 1970 average household sizes have fallen

policy interventions are required to overhaul the

from 2.7 to 2.5 and are

persistent barriers

expected to reduce

to housing delivery

to 2.4 by 2040. Once
standardised solely for
changing population
sizes, the 2010’s saw
the fewest houses built
per 1,000 population
in recent history. There
was an average of 3.4
houses built per 1,000

Of encouragement, the Department
for Communities has released its
housing supply strategy which
views housing as a broader system
of measures working in tandem,
rather than individual fragments
towards a collective goal.

population compared to

which predate the
pandemic including:
wastewater and
sewerage infrastructure
capacity constraints,
ongoing land acquisition
pressures, the release
of public sector land for
affordable and social
housing and sustainable

an average of 6.5 since the 1960’s and 1970’s. The

development goals with updated building

shortage has contributed to rising house prices

regulations and retrofitting existing stock. There

and rents, a trend that is likely to continue for the

is also pending legislation to improve standards

foreseeable future, failing any significant policy

in the private rented sector with minimum EPC

intervention.

ratings. In order to achieve success in these areas,
it is essential to forward plan for the associated

More recently, the pandemic effectively closed the

labour market requirements, ensuring a talent pool

housing market for almost three months between

of workers with the professional skills required

mid-March and mid-June 2020. The construction

to meet green housing objectives. And finally,

sector faced considerable disruption including

longstanding pressures with the planning system

staff shortages for those directly impacted

are commonly cited by developers as a significant

with Covid-19 or those indirectly forced to self-

challenge to achieving housing objectives as well as

isolate. As a process orientated sector with fixed

discouraging international investment in Northern

timebound deadlines, the disruption was likely

Ireland. Of encouragement, the Department for

to slow delivery of new private housing. Indeed,

Communities has released its housing supply

during 2020, there were 6,400 homes completed

strategy which views housing as a broader system

across Northern Ireland and a further 6,000

of measures working in tandem, rather than

starts, both of which were equivalent to a 15-20%

individual fragments towards a collective goal.

reduction on delivery rates in recent years. During

This may prove an important distinction which will

Q1-Q3 of 2021 there was a notable pickup in

hopefully improve delivery levels and quality over

housebuilding with 5,600 completions and 6,100

the next 15 years.
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Figure 17: New dwelling starts and completions, Northern Ireland, 2005 - 2021
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Mortgage market
Over the last decade, mortgage rates have
steadily reduced as interest rates have fallen and
lenders compete for market share. However, the
pandemic led to heightened economic uncertainty
causing lenders to reduce their product offering
and increase rates, particularly for higher loan to
value mortgages. During the latter half of 2020 it
became exceptionally difficult to access mortgage
finance without having a 10-15% deposit,
compared to generally needing 5% at the start of
the year. Over the 5-year period preceding the
pandemic, approximately 54% of first time buyer
purchases had a 15% deposit or lower. This fell to
39% of first time buyers during 2020, despite the
government introducing the mortgage guarantee
scheme to help address the barrier. Economic
conditions improved throughout 2021 and the

robust housing market performance supported
mortgage conditions broadly returning to
pre-pandemic levels.
At the time of writing, mortgage rates for
buyers with a 75% (or lower) loan to value ratio
have returned to pre-pandemic levels. Overall
mortgage rates remain exceptionally low by
historical standards and will continue to act as
a stimulus for the housing market. However,
mortgage rates are expected to increase during
2022 in line with the expected path of interest
rates which will partially weaken buyer demand.
Larger levels of remortgage activity are expected
throughout early 2022. Lenders are also likely to
offer more longer-term fix rate options to give
financial security to borrowers.

Figure 18: 2 year fixed mortgage rates by LTV bracket, 2019 - 2022

2 year ﬁxed mortgage rates by LTV bracket, 2019-2022
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There will also be a suite of products targeting
energy efficient homes and retrofit options
across first time buyers, home-movers and buy
to let mortgages.
During 2020 and the three-month market
closure, mortgage lending across all the UK fell
considerably. Each jurisdiction’s market re-opened
in line with their health regulations. England’s
market fully re-opened after approximately two
months while Northern Ireland’s took around
three months.
Initially, the tighter credit conditions for higher
loan to value mortgages meant first time buyers
were disproportionately impacted compared to

home-movers who tended to have greater
equity/deposit levels. Furthermore, as explained
earlier in the report, home-movers have been
more active in the market throughout 2020-21
driven by housing inequalities and increased
savings balances compounded by a desire for
greater household space. However, as credit
conditions have improved, first time buyers levels
have picked up and are expected to play a more
active role in the market in 2022. The latest data
for the end of 2021 highlights total mortgage
lending reverting in line with pre-pandemic levels.
This suggests the wider market conditions are
stabilising and falling back in line with market
activity in 2018-19.

Figure 19: Mortgage approvals for house purchase, UK, 1995 - 2021
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Housing demand and sales activity
Housing markets across the world rebounded

Early in the pandemic, it was speculated that

strongly following their respective disruptions

urban markets would lose their appeal and

from Covid-19. In Northern Ireland, there were

rather buyers would seek more suburban and

just under 23,000 property transactions in 2020, a

rural areas with more space. Whilst this has

reduction of 4,500 sales compared to 2019 levels.

partially held true in England, it hasn’t to the
same extent in Northern

Across 2021,
exceptionally strong
market activity highlights
33,700 transactions,
the strongest level
for fifteen years and
approximately 6,400
additional sales
compared to prepandemic levels. Given

Ireland. Indeed, the

Across 2021, exceptionally
strong market activity highlights
33,700 transactions, the
strongest level for fifteen years
and approximately 6,400
additional sales compared to
pre-pandemic levels.

location patterns where
people have purchased
has remained very
similar to previous
years, albeit with some
shifts within broader
geographies. In total,
of the 11 council areas
in Northern Ireland,

the disruption over the

each council area has

previous 18 months

maintained its exact

and the extent of the economic measures

popularity rank in terms of market share in the

introduced, it makes annual comparisons

two year period before Covid-19, compared

difficult to fully interpret. As such, over the two

to its market share in the two years since

year period between 2020 and 2021 there were

Covid-19. However, using the same market

56,700 sales. This compares to 55,300 sales over

share analysis at more granular level highlighted

the 2018-2019 two year period preceding the

some noticeable shifts. The top three areas

pandemic, equivalent to a net 1,400 additional

experiencing the largest growth in market share

sales above trend. Compared to the UK as a

were in West Bangor, Holywood & Clandeboye

whole, Northern Ireland sales have accounted

and Ormiston area of East Belfast. These three

for approximately 2.3% of total transactions, a

areas can be associated with some of the most

trend which has remained stable since 2016.

expensive housing across Northern Ireland.
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Figure 20: Residential
property
transactions,
Northern
Ireland,
2006 - 2021
Residential
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Source: HMRC, PropertyPal analysis

Home sales in Northern Ireland as proportion of total UK sales, 2006-2021
Figure 21: House sales in Northern Ireland as proportion of total UK sales, 2006 - 2021
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Figure 22: PropertyPal House Sales by location
Number of sale agreed properties on PropertyPal since pandemic
(June 2020 - December 2021 based on 50,300 agreed sales)

Source: PropertyPal

Covid-19 had triggered a considerable re-

larger properties have outperformed sales of

assessment of people’s housing needs. For

smaller properties. Indeed, comparing pre-

many, homes became classrooms, a place of

pandemic vs the previous 18-month period

work and more generally a place where you

highlights sales of 2-3 bedrooms properties have

spent significantly more time. Naturally, this led

increased by 21%, whilst sales of 4-5+ bedroom

to people’s demand patterns changing with a

properties have increased by 34%. A combination

heightened premium on properties with more

of higher savings, relocation profile, a stamp duty

space - both internally and externally. PropertyPal’s

holiday, favourable mortgage conditions and a new

historic sales information highlights a very close

demand profile created a surge of interest and

relationship in the five years preceding the

purchases from wealthier demographics. A greater

pandemic in terms of the sales of 2-3 bedroom

mix of larger and more expensive properties can

properties compared to 4-5 bedroom properties.

primarily be attributed to the rise in property

However, since Covid-19, the ‘race for space’

prices since Covid-19, alongside the steady erosion

created a surge in demand of which sales of

of property inventory available.
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Figure 23: House sales by number of bedrooms, Northern Ireland, 2015 - 2021 (2015 Q1=100)
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Figure 24: Change in house sales by number of bedrooms, pre-pandemic vs post-pandemic

+27%

+20%

+31%

+46%

Increasing proportion of sales of

4/5 bed
houses compared to
2/3 bed houses

Source: PropertyPal
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Real-time indicators of housing market sentiment
Search traffic and the volume of enquiries on

Similarly, enquiries are up 19% compared

PropertyPal are leading indicators of housing

to February 2021 but a noteworthy 84% higher

market activity. When the pandemic hit, overall

than 2020, reflecting the sustained pickup in

engagement on PropertyPal fell by around 50% as

market engagement.

households and businesses were forced to adapt
to working from home and complying with the
stringent lockdown measures. After a few weeks,
search traffic recovered sharply and reached

One of the main challenges facing the wider
housing market recovery has been the rate of
properties coming to the market. With the rate
of sales and lettings

record highs in June

greatly outstripping

2020. This coincided
with a pickup in enquiry
levels as the market
re-opened and
transactions followed
suit. Heightened
engagement continued
throughout the summer

In general, 2021 quickly regained
momentum and overall activity on
PropertyPal reached new record
highs and has sustained high
engagement throughout the year.

late winter. In general, 2021 quickly regained
momentum and overall activity on PropertyPal
reached new record highs and has sustained high
engagement throughout the year.
At the beginning of 2022, search traffic is 11%
lower than 2021 levels but 23% higher than 2020,
supporting the view that market activity is cooling
but remains higher than pre-pandemic rates.
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inventory available for
the sales market is down
57% and by 43% in the
rental market compared
to the end of 2019. On
a standardised basis,
this currently highlights

and autumn before
naturally slowing through seasonal patterns in

new listings, overall

enquiry levels for sale
properties is approximately 2.4x usual levels and
2.6x in the rental market.
Whilst still uncertain, this persistent market
imbalance is expected to soften later in the year
as supply picks up and demand continues to cool.
This should support a more sustainable housing
market position moving throughout 2022.

Daily
visitorlevels
levels to
2019
- 2022- 2022
Figure 25:
Visitor
toPropertyPal,
PropertyPal,
2019
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Figure
26: Enquiry
levels
on PropertyPal,
- 2022
Daily enquiry
levels on
PropertyPal,
2019 vs 20202019
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Housing market outlook
The housing market outlook will be influenced by

Notwithstanding, the underlying economic factors

both economic and non-economic factors. Going

will impact the housing market going forward.

into the pandemic, the Northern Ireland housing

Provided interest rates (and mortgage rates)

market had a favourable outlook. In PropertyPal’s

remain gradual and lenders remain eager to

Autumn 2019 Residential Review, house prices

increase their mortgage book, it is expected the

were forecast to grow by 3.6% in 2020 and 4.0%

housing market will continue to perform well in

in 2021. Official data now highlights prices grew

the coming years. Household savings reached

by 3.7% in 2020 but accelerated to 8.6% during

record highs, labour market conditions are stable

2021. Under normal circumstances, the economic

and the economic recovery looks favourable

downturn would result in falling prices, however,

However, household balance sheets are expected

this has not happened for factors outlined earlier

to reduce as spending choices increase, notably

in the report. At the time of writing, housing

for hospitality and travel. The looming consumer

demand remains high but has begun

pressures are yet to be fully experienced as

to moderate following

high inflation, high

the heightened period

utility costs and rising

of activity. Covid-19 has
had a fundamentally
life-changing impact
on everyone’s lives
and the lessons
and experiences

Covid-19 has had a fundamentally
life-changing impact on everyone’s
lives and the lessons and experiences
are unlikely to be forgotten.

are unlikely to be
forgotten. The lifestyle
choices around house purchases are unlikely
to change in the short term, if ever. For those
able to work from home, it may become a more
permanent option and the preferences towards
garden/outdoor space will continue to drive
choices. Houses may no longer be classrooms
but for many they will co-exist as a workspace
with value premiums put on space. Northern
Ireland is also amongst the most affordable
locations across the UK and has great potential
for investment as a hub between both Great
Britain and the EU.
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personal taxes will hold
back spending power
and limit affordability
for households.
Consensus forecasts
estimate UK house
prices will increase

+2.6% by the end of 2022. Whilst still positive,
this reflects a considerable slowdown in the rate
of growth and incomes are expected to outstrip
house prices. Transaction volumes are also
expected to slow from last year’s watermark.
From a Northern Ireland perspective, PropertyPal’s
baseline forecast is for prices to grow by 3.2% in
2022 and average 3.8% by 2024.

Figure 27: UK House prices forecast 2022 (Q4 2022 vs Q4 2021)
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Source: HMT Consensus Forecasts for 2022 (derived from published forecasts in November/December 2021)

Figure 28: House price forecast, Northern Ireland, 2005 - 2024
House price forecast, Northern Ireland, 2005-2024
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On the transactions side, Covid-19 led to a surge of

pending changes to lenders affordability rules may

market activity, vastly outperforming expectations.

also support higher activity. An increase in the

Government support protected jobs and mitigated

property value limit of Co-Ownership will create

the most severe pressures that otherwise would

further home-ownership routes for households,

have occurred. House sales remain one of the

particularly for first time buyers with low deposit

strongest benchmarks of economic confidence but

levels. Furthermore, lessons from the previous

increasingly the market tailwinds have shifted to

years will remain firmly in the minds of buyers,

headwinds. Transaction activity has started to cool

many of whom may have long-term working from

and low stock levels will naturally mitigate sales

home arrangements. For those who no longer

volumes. Ongoing consumer pressures during

have a work from home option, property choices

2022, falling real incomes and rising interest rates

will still be influenced by recent events.

will reduce housing demand.

PropertyPal forecast housing transactions will fall

However on the positive side, Northern Ireland

in the region of 20-25% during 2022, relative to the

remains well placed on the wider UK affordability

2021 high point. Whilst a considerable reduction,

scale and mid-high income households have

this forecast suggests market conditions are likely

healthy balance sheets. The wider economic

to fall back in line with levels observed in 2018-19.

recovery will provide upward support and

Figureof
29:residential
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Contact details
Jordan Buchanan
Chief Economist, PropertyPal

Jordan Buchanan is the Chief Economist at PropertyPal, acting as the
spokesperson for the company and a trusted subject matter expert on
all UK and Northern Ireland economic and housing matters. Jordan is a
member of the Board of Directors in Co-Ownership, Northern Ireland’s
shared ownership provider. Jordan lectured in Economics in the Ulster
Business School and is a regular commentator across a range of
media outlets.

Contact Jordan
 jordan.buchanan@propertypal.com

 @jbuchanan0707

PropertyPal
PropertyPal.com is the leading local property portal, listing homes from
property professionals across Northern Ireland and Ireland. PropertyPal
has the largest audience of home-movers in Northern Ireland, with over
150,000 visitors to the website per day.

Follow us online
 www.propertypal.com
 @PropertyPal
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